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At the beginning of this week’s parashah, God speaks to Moses and tells him to send 
twelve agents, one from each tribe, to scout out the land that God will give to the Israelite 
people. This is a familiar story to many of us. The scouts entered the land and looked 
around — they saw a bunch of ripe grapes so large that a single cluster had to be carried 
by two men, and there were pomegranates and figs.  

They returned to the community and offered their report: 

“It was indeed a land flowing with milk and honey and look at this fruit!  

However, the people in that land are powerful, the cities are fortified, and they are 
stronger than we are. The people were like giants, and compared to them we looked like 
grasshoppers to ourselves, and so we must have looked to them.” 

Hearing this, the whole community broke into loud cries and the people wept all night.  

“Why did God bring us here? Anything would be better than this — entering a land filled 
with giants, a land where we are mere grasshoppers, a land we do not know, a place that, 
quite frankly, we are terrified to enter! It would have been better if we had gone back to 
Egypt,” they wailed! “Or if we had died in the wilderness!”  1

The whole community broke out into loud cries and the people wept all night.  

We can identify with their fear and anguish. As we read of their cries we can relate to the 
sense of foreboding they feel - their fear and anguish about whether to continue on or turn 
back, their uncertainty about what to do next. As readers of Torah, we know that this is 
only one chapter in the Israelites unfolding story, that eventually they will make it to the 
promised land, but they can’t know that at this point. All they know is that they are 
entering unknown territory and that the reports to date are frightening. 

This Shabbat, it feels as if America too is entering unknown territory. The reports are 
frightening and we are unsure of what to do next.  
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On the one hand, we gather this evening to celebrate Pride and the progress that has been 
made toward the recognition of equal rights and the full participation of LGBTQ people 
in our society and our synagogues. We know this didn’t happen easily or without pain. 
We know this change didn’t occur overnight and we know that there is more work to do. 
And yet there is cause to celebrate. Here at Temple Sinai, we dedicated our Pride flag just 
two weeks ago in a joyous ritual of affirmation and love, equality and justice.  

And on the other hand, today the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade. While this 
decision is devastating for many of us in the congregation on a personal level, we should 
all be concerned as Jews. 

After my High Holy Day sermon this year on the mitzvah of pikuah nefesh , the 2

command to prioritize saving life above and beyond other values, two different 
congregants got in touch and asked how Judaism could be supportive of abortion access 
if the primary Jewish value was protecting life. I was glad they asked the question 
because it gave us an opportunity to talk about Jewish texts and teachings and how they 
differ from Christian teachings.  

In Judaism, life does not begin at conception. A fetus is considered part of the body of the 
woman, likened by the rabbis of the Talmud to any other body part, such as her thigh.  3

And Rashi, the great medieval commentator, building on another Talmudic text, teaches 
that life does not begin until the head of the fetus emerges from the birth canal and the 
first breath is taken.  4

In each of these Jewish teachings, it is clear that there is a distinct difference between 
Jewish beliefs, where life begins at birth, and certain Christian beliefs where life begins at 
conception.  

Furthermore, Jewish tradition from the Mishnah to the modern day, argues that since the 
fetus is not a life, and is not equivalent to the woman who is very much alive and whose 
body is sustaining it, terminating a pregnancy through abortion is permissible. In fact, 
Jewish teachings go even further than that and insist that in certain cases, abortion is in 
fact required in order to protect the life and well-being of the woman.  5

The Supreme Court’s decision today is troubling for many reasons, but chief among them 
is the repudiation of religious freedom that it represents. Jews living in the United States 
will no longer have the constitutionally protected right to seek a safe and legal abortion 
according to our religious traditions and beliefs. Instead, the religious views of one group 
have been prioritized over all others.  
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As was noted in the statement issued by the Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest this 
afternoon, “overturning Roe v. Wade and placing American Jews in situations in which 
the law prohibits abortion, in circumstances in which their religion requires it, is a 
violation of freedom of religious expression, as guaranteed under the First Amendment to 
the United States Constitution.”  6

This upheaval of religious freedom places us squarely beside our Israelite ancestors, as 
we, too, enter unknown territory with a sense of fear and foreboding.  

What other hard-won rights might be overturned in the interest of one religious group and 
at the expense of others? And what can we do to protect our religious freedom? 

I don’t have the answers but I do know that we are in the middle of this story, not the end. 
Like the scouts who returned to report their findings, right now we can only see this 
present moment. We do not know the future that lies ahead. It is up to us to learn from the 
lessons of history, both the empowering lessons of those who managed to create positive 
change against fierce odds and also the devastating lessons of what happens when good 
people stand idly by and do not act. What the future holds is up to us. 

As we celebrate with Pride, how far we have come in truly creating a community of 
belonging for LGBTQ individuals and for all, we also look ahead and see how far we 
have yet to go. 

Notes: 

 Excerpted and adapted from Numbers 13-141

 “To Life” Yom Kippur Morning Sermon, Rabbi Erin Glazer, https://images.shulcloud.com/2442/2

uploads/Website-Files/R.GlazerYKMorningSermon20215782.pdf

 Talmud Bavli, Gittin 23b3

 Rashi on Sanhedrin 72b:144

 Mishnah Ohalot 7:65

 https://www.jfedgmw.org/federation-condemns-decision-overturning-roe-v-wade/6
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